
Powers Photo Booth is a boutique photo
booth company. I am proud of my
company's rich style and I am passionate
about creating an unforgettable
experience.  My backdrops are to die for!
They are made of gorgeous fabrics and
are stunning. Unique and sumptuous
custom props that are one of a kind is our
claim to fame. ! "
    I own two different types booths. One
prints the highest quality images on site
and the other is A GIF booth for instant
social media upload. During the event, a
link to the entire video gallery of the
events and GIF images will go to each
guest and can be shared on Social media. 
   My sleek, high end, open-air luxe Photo
booth combined with my Retro GIF booth
makes my company produce the highest
quality images and experience. 
   After the event, a digital gallery of all
images at high resolution will be available
for all guests.
   Please take a look at
www.powersphotobooth.com and see
Instagram there as well for image
examples.

“
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http://www.powersphotobooth.squarespace.com/

7609081662

  I offer a memorable and entertaining
experience for your guests! Let me know if
you have any questions. 
Bless~
Kimberly Powers
760-908-1662
powersphotobooth@gmail.com ”

GODFATHER SPECIAL
$850  2 Booths !!!

Godfather/Bridal Special Package $850 Godfather 
booth ~ highest quality prints on site and the GIF 
booth is great during the cocktail hour and on the 
dance floor!Boutique - $850
Time: 3 Hours, each booth
Booths: Open Air Luxe , Retro GIF Booth
Prints: Unlimited 4x6 strips with custom template

http://www.powersphotobooth.squarespace.com/


Prints: Unlimited 4x6 strips with custom template
Backdrops are of the highest caliber.
Props are custom, funky, offbeat, or obscene*

High resolution images of digital gallery downlaodable 
included after your event.
We come at least an hour early to set up with no hidden 
costs.  We bring more than enough fun stuff to make your 
event amazing! 
All we need is a power supply.

The Godfather: amazing top of the line photo booth with
the best print resolution quality.

GODFATHER BOOTH

The Retro GIF Booth: for instant sharing; I am the only
one in San Diego who has it, and it's super cool.
Unlimited GIFS: instant social media-- forward to friends
and family instantly! Selfie away good looking!

BRIDAL BAZAAR SPECIAL ****** FREE 
ADD-ON***

RETRO GIF BOOTH

$850 Godfather Booth & Retro Gif -unlimited 4x6s for 3
hours ! 3 hours of the The Godfather Booth and The
Retro Gif Booth. Comes with a custom template for your
prints. Choose your backdrop and color scheme. 
You get: The Godfather: amazing top of the line photo
booth with the best print resolution quality. Unlimited
GIFS: does boomerangs and stills. Instant social media--
forward to friends and family instantly!
A happy and ready to help attendant(s) We come an hour
early and there are no extra costs. We bring more than
enough fun stuff to make your event amazing! All we
need is a power supply.

Bridal Bazaar Special details



The Vito~ 3 hours
$750

The Vito~ 3 hours
The Godfather Booth 3 hours
$750
   
*Free upgrade to unlimited 4x6s, includes everything above , 
one booth only

3 hours of the The Godfather Booth. Comes with a custom 
template for your prints. Choose your backdrop and color 
scheme. Comes with 1-2 operators, awesome props and 
everything to make your event amazing!

The Godfather: amazing top of the line photo booth with
the best print resolution quality.

Godfather Booth



The Vito~ 2 hours
$599

The Vito~ 2 hours
*Free upgrade to unlimited 4x6s plus extras

2 hours of the The Godfather Booth, comes with all the 
extras.  1-2 operators, awesome props and everything to 
make your event amazing!

The Godfather: amazing top of the line photo booth with
the best print resolution quality.

The Godfather Booth



Bugsy ~Retro GIF Booth
$499

Bugsy ~Retro GIF Booth
** $100 off***

2 hours was $599, and now $499, complete with backdrop 
and custom props. Includes gallery of images after your 
event.

Instant social media upload & sharing. Unlimited GIFS
and stills forwards to friends and family instantly! Selfie
away good looking!

The Retro GIF Booth

RETRO GIF BOOTH for smaller parties. Under 
50 and within 15 miles 2 hours - custom price  
ask 760-908-1662

NEXT: ADD RECIPIENT


